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Abstract

In 2011 the Akaflieg München e.V. began research on a variable geometry wing of a sailplane. The advantage

of a leading edge with a variable camber was investigated by Wießmeier on the basis of the ASW 27 airfoil.

The results show a great potential of achieving a higher wing loading and a higher cruising speed along with

excellent low-speed flight characteristics. Subsequently, different designs of the technical implementation

of a variable geometry wing leading edge are considered. This paper presents the results of a study whose

principal aim is to design and analyse a highly extensible section of a variable geometry wing leading edge.

This section is designed as a sandwich, composed of an accordion honeycomb core with elastomeric top

layers. It has a high bending stiffness as well as a high extensibility into one direction, allowing for the wing

leading edge to morph downward.

Nomenclature

cd Drag coefficient of the profile

cl Lift coefficient of the profile

CDi
Induced drag coefficient of the wing

CL Lift coefficient of the wing

el Distance between two cells

h Distance between two bars

hbar Height of the bar

hcore Height of the core

k Induced drag factor

l Length of the bar

t Thickness of the bar

th Thickness of the cross stud

x-axis Direction of flight

y-axis Spanwise direction

A Cross sectional area of the core

θ Opening angle of the accordion

Λ Aspect ratio

Introduction

Modern airfoils of flapped sailplanes have a laminar low drag

bucket ranging from a lift coefficient of cl = 0.1 to cl = 1.5 [1].

For higher wing aspect ratios combined with higher wing load-

ings to be realized, the low drag bucket needs to be widened
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towards higher lift coefficients. Liebeck, Wortmann and Selig

each developed single-element high-lift airfoil designs, which

show a maximum lift coefficient of around cl = 2.3 [2–4]. Espe-

cially Wortmann’s FX-74CL series shows very high lift coeffi-

cients of cl = 2.0 combined with acceptable drag coefficients of

cd = 13 ·10−3 in the upper end of the laminar low drag bucket,

as shown in Fig. 1. A possible solution for the widening of the

low drag bucket is shown by Wießmeier with a profile derived
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the polar curves of the DU89 and the FX-

74CL profile.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of the DU89 profile, the morphed DU89 and the

FX-74CL.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of the glide ratio of the ASW 27 versus the

Mü 3x at maximum take off mass (MTOM) [5].

from the DU89 profile, which is used as the main wing airfoil

of the ASW 27. A comparison of the FX-74CL, the DU89 and

the morphed version of the DU89 by Wießmeier can be seen in

Fig. 2 [5]. The upper end of the laminar low-drag bucket of the

morphed version of the DU89 is at a 20% higher lift coefficient

compared to the unmorphed version.

During low-speed flight a higher induced drag coefficient is

caused due to higher lift coefficient, as can be seen in the fol-

lowing equation:

CDi
=

C2
L

πΛ
k (1)

This higher drag coefficient can be compensated by a higher as-

pect ratio of the wing. Subsequently this higher aspect ratio and

a higher wing loading have no impact on the low-speed perfor-

mance but lead to an excellent performance within and above

the range of the best glide ratio, compared to modern flapped

sailplanes. Wießmeier estimated an empty weight of the mor-

phing wing aircraft increased by 45 kg compared to that of the

ASW 27 [5]. However, he pointed out that a higher mass is

not necessarily a disadvantage, due to the fact that the morphing

wing aircraft has limited water ballast capacity.

A polar of a sailplane with a variable geometry leading edge

can be calculated by subtracting the profile drag and the induced

drag from a known total drag polar of the sailplane. This results

in a fuselage drag, an interference drag and a tailplane drag. By

adding the envelope of the profile drag of the new profile with

the variable geometry leading edge to the induced drag of the

new wing calculated in Eq. 1, a theoretical polar of the new

sailplane has been achieved. Although this way of calculating

the polar is an approximation due to neglecting different profile

sections on the wing and different interference drags, an esti-

mation of the gain in performance could be given. Wießmeier

showed a remarkable performance improvement using his new

profile and a wing with a surface area reduced by 20% com-

pared to the ASW 27, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The data of the

DU89 and the FX-74CL have been measured at TU Delft and

IAG Stuttgart whereas the data of the DU89MLE have been cal-

culated with XFOIL. Concerning maximum lift and performance

at high lift coefficients, XFOIL significantly overestimates air-

foil performance in some cases [6–10]. A comparison between

the lift coefficient of the DU89 calculated with XFOIL and the

one measured at TU Delft is shown in Fig. 4. In the calcula-

tion with 0◦ flaps XFOIL overestimates the lift coefficient by ap-

proximately 8% while in the calculation with 20◦ flaps XFOIL

underestimates the lift coefficient by approximately 3%. In fur-

ther research, an airfoil optimized for a morphing wing should

be designed and verified with wind tunnel tests.

For commercial aircraft, the “Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-

und Raumfahrt” (DLR), investigates different drop nose and

morphing trailing edge concepts [11–17]. These drop nose con-

cepts are based on a widespread extension in the entire leading

edge, which is designed of fiberglass. The DLR has built several

demonstrators of their drop nose concepts and now attempts to

implement the design in an aircraft.

In 1978, Burkhart Grob Luft- und Raumfahrt GmbH devel-

oped the 15 meter class sailplane “G104 Speed Astir,” which

can be seen as a pioneer in morphing wing design. The flaperons

were designed as elastic flaps, which reduce the drag otherwise

created by the gap between the trailing edge and the flap. The

skin in this area is highly flexible around the y-axis [18].
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the calculated and the measured polar

curves of the DU89.
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Fig. 5: Rotary Drive System (RDS) with horns [5].

Structural-mechanical implementation of a

variable geometry leading edge

The technical implementation of the variable geometry lead-

ing edge represents a challenge. Wießmeier suggested a Rotary

Drive System (RDS) with multiple horns to morph the leading

edge down, which can be seen in Fig. 5 [5]. These horns are

placed in front of the wing spar. Turning the horn changes the

contour of the leading edge surface. The first contour is the one

of the non-cambered leading edge while the second contour is

the one of the fully cambered leading edge. This second contour

is turned by 90◦ compared to the non-cambered one. By turning

the horns, the profile can be cambered from the original shape

to a high-lift contour. This leads to a high extension in the upper

shell of the wing. In the late 1990s the RDS concept for a mor-

phing trailing edge was extensively researched by Müller [19].

He reached a technology readiness level of 4 by accomplishing

a full scale demonstrator, which reached a deflection of the trail-

ing edge of ±15◦. In the following paragraph an approach is

presented, using a highly extensible section designed in a sand-

wich construction and placed in front of the main spar.

Fig. 6: Highly extensible section [20].
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Fig. 7: Connection of the highly extensible section to the fixed shape

leading edge [21].

Highly extensible section

One possible solution to implement a morphing leading edge

with a RDS is the use of a highly extensible section placed in

front of the main spar in the upper shell of the wing, as shown

in Figs. 6 and 7.

This version with the highly extensible section splits the lead-

ing edge in two different parts: The main part approximately

keeps its original shape while the highly extensible section be-

comes severely deformed. The requirements on this highly ex-

tensible section are on the one hand an extensibility of 30%

in the direction of flight (x-direction) and a low bending stiff-

ness around the y-axis (spanwise direction) [20]. On the other

hand the highly extensible section needs a high bending stiffness

around the x-axis to withstand the aerodynamic loads [21].

For achieving such a highly extensible section, a sandwich

structure with anisotropic material parameters seems to be a pos-

sible solution. Therefore, a core without lateral contraction can

be combined with elastomeric top layers. A core without any

lateral contraction and a high extensibility in the x-direction is

called a zero-Poisson honeycomb core or an accordion honey-

comb core [22, 23]. The geometrical parameters of such a hon-

eycomb core are shown in Fig. 8.

In a parametric study different combinations of the geomet-

rical parameters of the accordion honeycomb core are investi-

gated and compared with each other. The goal of the parametric
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Fig. 8: Geometrical parameters of an accordion honeycomb core

[24].

Table 1: Chosen parameters of the final version of the accordion

honeycomb core of the Mü 3x [21].

Parameter Value

θ 79.0◦

l 16.0mm

t 0.5mm

hbar 12.0mm

hcore 10.0mm

study is a configuration with a large ratio of global strain to local

strain in the x-direction compared with a relatively high bending

stiffness around the x-axis. As a final version an accordion hon-

eycomb core with a height of 10.0 mm and a thickness of the

spars of 0.5 mm is chosen. All parameters are listed in Table 1.

In this configuration the local strain in the material is 0.4% while

the global strain of the core is 30%. The local strain of the core

is shown in Fig. 9.

With the parameters listed in Table 1 a first prototype is built,

as can be seen in Fig. 10. The prototype is built by additive man-

ufacturing and as material the polyamide PA 2200 is chosen,

which is based on a PA-12. The material data of the PA 2200

from the supplier are listed in Table 2. Material data of environ-

mental effects (e.g. moisture or temperature) are not available.

To validate the results of the Young’s modulus and the

strength results of the numerical calculation, the prototype is

submitted to a tensile strength test. Between the measured val-

ues of the Young’s modulus and the calculated ones is a dif-

ference of about 1.2%, which can be considered negligible.

A linear elastic material behavior appears up to 50% global

strain and the fracture strain is ca. 230%. The linear elas-

tic material behavior can be seen in the stress-strain curve in

Fig. 11. The stress gets normalized to the cross sectional area

A = [2l sin(θ) + el + h] · hcore of the unit cell. Due to this rel-

atively large cross section, the value of the Young’s modulus

becomes 0.01 MPa.

0 0.001292 0.002584 0.003876 0.005813

Fig. 9: Local strain within the accordion honeycomb core [21].

Fig. 10: Prototype of the final version of the accordion honeycomb

core [21].

Surface layers

For achieving a smooth surface and a higher bending stiff-

ness of the highly extensible section, top layers are needed. In

a first attempt they are designed in pure silicone. Every layer

has a thickness of 1.0 mm. For material the pure silicone ALPA-

SIL 32 is chosen. With the first prototype two major problems

occur: First the silicone detaches itself from the core material

and second the lateral contraction of the silicone causes con-

straining forces and stress in the sandwich. To achieve a better

bonding of the silicone top layers to the polyamide core, a form-

fitting connection is realized, as can be seen in Fig. 12. With this

improvement a second prototype of the sandwich including the

accordion honeycomb core and the silicone top layers is built, as

can be seen in Fig. 13.
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Table 2: Material data for PA 2200 [25].

Average grain size 56 µm

Density laser sintered 0.93 g/cm3

Tensile modulus 1700 MPa

Tensile strength 48 MPa

Elongation at break 24 %

Bending modulus 1500 MPa

Bending strength 58 MPa

Melting point 180 ◦C

Shore hardness D 75 [–]

Poisson’s ratio 0.4 [–]
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Fig. 11: Stress-strain curve of the accordion honeycomb core [21].

Conclusions

A morphing leading edge seems to be advantageous for a

sailplane in different aspects. To implement such a leading edge,

a RDS combined with a highly extensible section in the upper

shell of the wing is a possible solution. The highly extensible

section can be designed as a sandwich with an accordion hon-

eycomb core with silicone top layers. This sandwich has a high

extensibility in the x-direction without any lateral contraction.

By choosing the appropriate parameters of the accordion honey-

comb core, an expansion ratio of 75 between the global strain

and the local strain can be achieved. The final design of the

accordion honeycomb core fulfills all requirements on the core

structure. In further studies the material behavior of top layers

should be characterized as well as the bonding of the top layers

to the core structure. The use of fiber-reinforced elastomers as

top layers could also prove advantageous.

Fig. 12: Form-fitting core and top layers [21].

Fig. 13: Sandwich with accordion honeycomb core and silicone top

layers [21].
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